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ABSTRACT
Fusion of very high spatial resolution multispectral (VHR)
images with lower spatial resolution image time series with
more spectral bands can improve land cover classification, combining geometric and semantic advantages of both
sources. This study presents a workflow to extract the extent
of urbanized ground using decision-level fusion of individual
classifications on Sentinel2 (S2) and SPOT-6 satellite images.
First, both sources are classified individually in five classes,
using state-of-the-art supervised classification approaches
and Convolutional Neural Networks. Obtained results are
then merged in order to extract buildings with as high precision as possible. Second, detected buildings are merged
again with the S2 classification to extract artificialized area;
the building labels from the regularization are dilated in order
to connect the building objects and a binary classification is
derived from the original S2 classification before being reintroduced in a fusion and contrast sensitive regularization to
find the artificialized area.
Index Terms— Multispectral, Decision fusion, Regularization, Urban classification, Artificialized area, Segmentation
1. INTRODUCTION
Urban classification is important to monitor urban sprawl,
soils impermeabilization and to predict their further evolution
([?]). Supervised classification approaches using satellite imagery have been studied to automate the process of land cover
(LC) classification [?, ?]. VHR sensors, e.g. SPOT-6, enable the delineation of small features and the use of texture
information, but often have not enough spectral information
to distinguish fine LC types, while sensors such as S2 have
more bands and an important revisit frequency (time series)
but a less geometric resolution. Fusion of such sources would
combine their advantages to reduce spatial and semantic uncertainties [?].
This study investigates the joint use of SPOT6 and S2 data
for the detection of artificialized areas, i.e. the aggregation
of buildings, roads and enclosed small structure. A late fusion scheme was adopted, considering original data have been
classified earlier and independently by specific methods.

2. DATA SET
S2: 6 dates along a year long time series were selected to mitigate seasonal effects on LC classification. Only the 10 bands
having a 10 or 20 m GSD were used.
SPOT6: The 4 spectral bands (red-green-blue-near infrared)
pan-sharpened to 1.5m of a single date acquisition were used.
Reference data: A 5 class ground truth (fig. 1) generated
from available topographic, forest and agriculture national
reference databases was used for training and evaluation.
Test area: Experiments were performed over a test area spanning 648 km2 in Finistère, North Western France.
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Fig. 1: SPOT6 image and ground truth.

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed workflow (fig. 2) consists of 3 steps. First,
the SPOT6 image and S2 time series are classified individually for the 5 class legend, providing class membership for
each pixel and each class. Second, both 5-class classifications
are merged at decision level, aiming at the best extraction of
building objects. Third, these detected buildings are considered as the seeds of artificialized areas: they are used to define
a prior for being in artificialized area which is then merged
with a binary urban/non-urban S2 classification within a second fusion at decision level.
Both fusions (for the 5-class and the binary classifications)
are performed following the scheme of [?], involving a perpixel decision fusion followed by a spatial regularization to

cope both with semantic and spatial uncertainties.
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Fig. 2: Proposed framework

3.1. Initial Classification
Both sources are classified individually before fusion. The S2
time series was classified using a Random Forest (RF) classifier trained from 50000 samples per class. RF was used to
have a framework similar to the one from [?], of which the LC
maps are intended to be used in the future. SPOT-6 image was
classified using a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
[?], because of its high ability to efficiently exploit texture information from VHR image. Both classifiers produced membership probabilities for the 5 classes.
3.2. Fusion-regularization operator
Both fusions are performed acccording to [?], involving a perpixel decision fusion followed by a spatial regularization.
3.2.1. Per pixel fusion rules
Several fusion rules were compared. The fuzzy, Bayesian,
margin-based and Dempster-Shafer evidence theory fusion
rules used in [?] were tested. In addition to theses classic fusion methods, supervised ones consisting in learning
from the ground truth how to best merge both sources were
investigated: a classifier was trained to label feature vectors
corresponding to the concatenation of class membership measures from both sources. Two classifiers were compared for
fusion: RF and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a radial
basis function (rbf) kernel.
3.2.2. Regularization
In order to smooth the fusion result, still containing noisy
labels, and make it follow real-world image contours more
accurately, a global regularization was performed. Based on
[?], it consists in finding the best labelling configuration C
that minimizes an energy E defined over the whole image:




where: Edata C(x) = 1 − Pf usion C(x) ,

Ereg C(x) = C(y) = 0 and
Ereg C(x) 6= C(y) = (1 − γ) + γV (x, y, ε).
Edata is related to the data fidelity, while Ereg measures
spatial regularization. Ereg is based on a enhanced Potts
model to prefer smoother label changes and enhanced by an
image contrast information accounting for the fact that label
changes should be less strongly penalized in high-contrast areas of the image. The contrast term V (x, y, ε) was the same
than in [?] and was calculated on an image blurred by a Gaussian filter of standard deviation 2 to obtain smoother contours.
The regularization problem is expressed as a graphical problem and solved by a graph-cut optimization.

3.3. Binary classification
The “artificialized/non artificialized” fusion step requires to
derive binary class probabilities from results obtained at previous steps.
Detected buildings from the 5-class fusion result are considered as the seeds of artificialized areas and used to define
a prior to be in an artificialized area: a linearly decreasing
function assigning a probability from 1 to 0 to be in an artificialized area is applied surrounding all buildings, reaching a
probability of 0 to be in an artificialized area after a distance
of 200 meters.
The class probabilities from the RF classification of the S2
image were converted to a binary classification with an artificialized area class (a) and a non-artificialized area class (¬a):
P (a) = P (b) + P (r) and P (¬a) = 1 − P (a) with P (b) and
P (r) the class probabilities for buildings and roads respectively.

4. RESULTS
4.1. 5-class classifications
Results are shown for a sub-zone of 0.64 km2 (fig. 4, 3 and
5). Quantitative evaluation of the 5-class fusion results was
performed on the fusion and regularization results on all 5
classes, applied to 5 tiles of 3000 × 3000m size, totalling an
area of 45 km2 , distributed over the entire study zone of 648
km2 area. The class labels of each classification were compared to the class labels of the ground truth (fig.1). Evaluation
measures for individual classifications, fusion and regularization all using 5 classes are shown in table 1.

(a) SPOT-6 CNN classification

(b) S2 RF classification

Fig. 3: Original image, ground truth and classifications. The
SPOT-6 image is superposed transparently in the background
of the classifications.
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Fig. 4: Fusion results before regularization

4.1.1. Initial Classifications
The original classifications confirms well the initial observation that the SPOT-6 CNN classifier tends to preserve small
objects, whereas the S2 RF classifier overall behaves better,
while mixing buildings and roads due to its coarse spatial resolution. The results from the individual classifications on the
SPOT-6 and S2 images are shown on fig.3. The presented
zone was selected to illustrate problems of both classifiers
and improvements yielded by fusion and regularization, thus
it must be said that the initial classifications show better results in most other tested zones.
4.1.2. 5-class fusion
4.1.2.1 Per pixel fusion
This first fusion was performed at SPOT-6 resolution (1.5m)
as it especially aimed at obtaining the most fine detection of
building objects.
Among the classic fusion rules proposed by [?], the Min
fuzzy rule produced the best results, following the objects
borders most precisely while producing the least class confusions (fig.4 and table1).
Considering, the sub-zone of fig.4, all fusion rules managed
to get rid of the wrongly classified building patch in the topleft corner , preferring the S2 classification pixels over the
one of SPOT-6. The Min fusion metric follows the field contours a bit less smoothly than the other ones. The industrial
zone in the middle is still confused with water in both results,
however the southeastern part of it is now correctly classified
as vegetation. The supervised fusion involving a classifier
(RF, SVM) initially tended to produce patches of buildings
rather than separate buildings due to missing ground truth
data between buildings and roads. Adding an additional sixth
buffer class around buildings helped refine the building’s
contours and obtaining a higher level of detail than just using the Min or Bayes classifier. It preserved more detail of
individual buildings, but can cause some confusion between
buildings and this additional class in the center of very wide

Fig. 5: SVM rbf fusion after regularization

buildings in industrial areas (see fig.4) or erases small patches
of buildings. However this remained an exception and not a
real problem for the detection of artificialized area. The same
observations were made in all test zones, even those on which
the supervised fusion model was not trained. Thus, the result
of the supervised fusion using a SVM rbf classifier with
buffer class was further used in next steps.
NB : For the classification by fusion, the sixth buffer class
around buildings was ignored for quantitative evaluation.
4.1.2.2 Regularization
The parameters chosen for the final regularization are as follows: λ = 10, γ = 0.7, ε = 50. They were selected by crossvalidation, optimizing visual qualities of the regularization result. The image contrast term was calculated from SPOT-6
image as it is especially aimed at obtaining the most fine detection of building objects.
The result is shown in fig.5. The regularization did its job
smoothing out small noisy patches and yielding a visually
more appealing result, although accuracy measures of the regularization are similar to the ones of the fusion (cf. table 1).
4.2. Binary classification : detection of artificialized area
Raw artificialization maps directly derived using the binary
class probabilities calculated from building objects detected
at previous step (for the SVM rbf fusion rule with a buffer
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Fig. 6: Artificialized area: from left to right, input dilated building mask, S2 classification and fusion result.

Classification
Kappa OA AA
S2
72.0
83.7 81.5
SPOT-6
73.3
85.2 70.8
Fuzzy Min
79.1
88.4 84.7
Compromise
78.8
88.2 84.5
Bayesian Product 79.1
88.5 85.0
Dempster-Shafer 79.1
88.4 85.1
rf
81.8
90.0 90.1
svm rbf
81.0
89.6 89.1
After Regularization
Fuzzy Min
75.1
85.8 82.3
svm rbf
81.4
89.8 89.3

Fm
64.6
63.4
76.7
76.2
76.7
76.5
81.2
79.1

Fb
52.2
62.5
73.8
72.5
73.8
73.7
81.6
83.4

73.9
79.8

73.8
83.9

Table 1: Obtained accuracies (in %) for the first step. OA =
Overall Accuracy, AA = Average Accuracy, Fm = Mean FScore, Fb = F-Score for buildings. Fusion rules are described
in [?]
class), and from S2 RF classification are shown in figure 6.
They were first merged using a per pixel fusion rule. The
supervised fusion approaches could not be used here, as no
training data for artificialized/non artificialized areas was
available. Several rules yielded visually similar results and at
the end the Min fuzzy fusion rule was chosen.
Global regularization was then performed with the same
(λ, γ, ε) parameters as for the 5-class regularization, but the
image contrast term was calculated from S2 image. Obtained
result is shown in fig.6. Compared to S2 detection, roads and
small misclassifications have been removed. Compared to the
dilated building (from previous fusion) mask, the object borders fit better to true artificialized areas border in the image.
As no reference data for artificialized areas was available,
quantitative evaluation was not possible.
5. CONCLUSION
A framework was proposed to detect artificialized areas. S2
and SPOT-6 data are classified individually in 5 topographic
classes. Decision-level fusion and regularization then en-

ablesto obtain a results preserving both high geometric details
while reducing misclassifications. Traditional fusion methods enable artifacts removal but often kept confusion between
buildings and roads, resulting in patches of connected buildings. In contrast, supervised fusion methods enable a better
detection of buildings at the price of a new artificial “building
buffer” class in (training) data. Second, the artificialized area
can be approximated by fusion and regularization merging
the urban / non-urban class membership probabilities of S2
classification and a urban prior measure derived from buildings detected at previous step. Improvements could be made
having a more advanced urban membership prior measure,
decreasing faster for uncertain buildings. The promising results of supervised fusion would also justify the use of CNN
for fusion, but this would require training data for artificialized areas.

